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• Evolutionof Microstructurein Face Centered Cubic Metals During Irradiation

F. A. Garner, Pacific NorthwestLaboratory
• Richland,WA 99352

Abstract

When fcc metals and alloys are irradiatedat elevated temperatures,they tend

to evolve toward saturationmicrostructuresthat are independentof the

starting state of the metal and the early details of irradiationhistory•

This leads to property changes and rates of dimensionalchange that also

eventuallybecome independentof the startingstate. The evolutionof

microstructurein complexalloys, especiallyduring the transient regime, is

usually determined by the complex interactionof many microstructuraland

microchemicalprocesses. The more complex the alloy, the more difficultit is

to.identifyand define the separate influenceof each participatingmechanism.
, ,

The use of irradiationstudi_sconductedon simple metals or model ailoys

assists in understandingthe behavior of alloys of engineeringrelevance. A

review of such studies shows that a number of prevailingperceptionsof

radiation-inducedmicrostructuralevolutionare not universallycorrect.

Key words: irradiation,charged particles,neutrons,saturation,

microstructure, swelling, irradiation creep, mechanical properties, face
, .

centered cubic metals and allays.
_



Introduction

Radiation-inducedchanges in dimensionalstabilityor mechanical propertiesof

metals have been shown in many studies to be directly related to concomitant

changes in microstructure. Many of these studies have been conductedon

relativelycomplex alloys developedfor engineeringapplications. Inmost

cases, however, the microstructuralevolution in these alloys is determined by

the outcome of a competitionbetween a large number of microstructuraland

microchemicalmechanisms,subsets of which often work in oppositionto each

other• The outcome can change in favor of one mechanism or subset of

mechanisms over others in response to variations in environmentalor materials

variables• In some cases, the dominant variable may be one that is relatively

uncontrolledand even unrecognizedby the experimenter.asexerting an

influenceon the experiment.
..

..

If one desires to isolateand study the action of one particularmechanism, it

is best to use a simple metal or model alloy, thereby reducing the number of

competingmechanisms. This paper reviews the results of a variety of

irradiationstudies conductedon relativelysimple fcc metals and model

alloys, and then relates the insightsderived from these studies to the

explanationof phenomenathat have been observed in more complex alloys of

engineeringrelevance. Two themes will recur throughoutthis paper. First, a

number of generally accepted statementsof conventionalwisdom that were

derived from complex alloys have been found to be only partiallycorrect and

often are not universallyapplicableto all fcc metals and alloys. Second,

there is a tendency in each metal or alloy to evolve toward a saturationor

quasi-steadystate microstructuredefined primarilyby the irradiation



• temperatureand displacementrate but not by the starting conditionof the

metal or alloy. Since void growth is often the dominant feature of

microstructuralevolution in fcc metals,this paper will focus first on void

swelling and its various consequences.

Influenceof Startinq State on Void Swellinq

There is a very general perception,developedprimarily from research on

stainlesssteels, that cold-workinga metal prior to irradiationalways

reduces swelling,exerting a monotonicbut diminishinginfluencewith

increasingcold-worklevel, lt is also general,y accepted that factorswhich

promote void nucleation,such as high helium generation rates, can at least

partially overcome the suppressiveeffect of cold-workon void nucleation.
. t

Studies of relativelysimple metals and alloys show, however, that the role of

starting dislocationdensity and dislocationarrangements,as well as their

interactionswith variables such as helium generation rate, are much more

complex than previouslyassumed.

Figure I shows that the swelling of well-annealedpure nickel exhibits a

strong dependence on irradiationtemperatureat both low and high helium

generation rates[l]. This strong dependenceon temperaturehas been observed

in other studies[2],most of which employed only annealed material. In one

recent study, however, it was shown that 30% cold-workingactually increased

swelling,especiallyat higher temperatures,and almost erased the temperature

dependence of swelling[3,4],a trend also observed in a few other studies[2].

Note in figure 2, however, that aging at 650°C for 10 hrs after cold-working

further increasedswelling, rather than producing some intermediatebehavior

_
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Figure 2. Swelling of pure nickel in various starting states observed after
irradiation to 12-14 dpa in EBR-II. The higher level of swelling of annealed
nickelcomparedto that of Fig. I is a resultof a higherstartingdensityof
dislocationsin the EBR-IIstudy[3]..



between that of the annealedand cold-workedstates. Stubbins and Garner[3]

showed that cold-working,especiallywhen followed by aging, leads to a

relatively stable dislocationcell structurethat resists the eventual

collapse of the dislocationdensity that always occurs in nickel[2]. When

collapse occurs, swelling tends to saturate,as shown clearly in figure 3.

Collapse occurs more quicklyat higher temperatures. At relatively low

irradiationtemperatures,the higher microstructuraldensities produced during

irradiationprolong the period before collapse occurs and thus cold-working

has little or no effect on swelling. Figure 4 presents an exampleof such

behavior[5]. Note that the swelling again appears to be independentof

temperatureover the range studied and that impuritiestend to delay the onset

of swelling. Harbottleand Silvent also showedthat a reduction in the purity

led to a lower initialswelling rate at 350"C in the SILOE reactor,which they,

• demonstratedto result from a higher dislocationdensity arising from enhanced

loop nucleation [6].

The tendency of cell structuresdevelopedby cold-work and aging to enhance

swellingwas also demonstratedby Horsewelland Singh[7],who showed that the

presence of grain boundarydislocationnetworks,and especially subgrain

• walls, tend to significantlyacceleratethe onset of swelling in neutron-

irradiated aluminum at 120°C (figure5). The accelerationeffect was found to

be maximized at an intermediatecell size. Risbet and Levy also showed that
-

swelling of neutron irradiatedaluminum at 55°C and low fluence levels

increasedwith cold-workand was maximized at 27.5% cold-work[8].

In a higher fluenceexperiment conductedat 50"C, van Witzenburg and

Mastenbroek[g]showed that the onset of swellingin pure aluminumwas not very

q sensitiveto cold-worklevel and cell size compared to that observed at 120°C.

Swelling eventually tended to saturate at a level that was strongly dependent

on cold-work level, however, first increasingand then decreasing swelling
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(figure6). lt is not clear, however,whetherthe lower saturationvalue

developed at higher cold-work levels arose due to a cell size effect or to a

dislocation collapsemechanism resultingfrom the release of strain energy

stored in the cell network at higher cold-worklevels.

Another possible factor contributingto saturationin aluminum at these higher

fluence levels may be related to the formationof significantamounts of

silicon by transmutationof aluminum,reaching-0.4 at% Si at 2.3 x 1026n m"2

(E>O.I MEV). Silicon existing either prior to irradiationor formed by

transmutationhas been shown by Farrell[10]to delay or suppress,

respectively,the swelling rate in aluminum irradiatedat 55"C. This

suppressionappears to arise from the formationof solid siliconshells on

void surfaces[t1]. Silicon is insolublein alu,ninumand also forms

precipitatesas well as void shells, as shown,in figure 7.
..

The tendency for increasinglevels of cold-workto first acceleratethe onset

of swelling and then to suppress it has also been observedby Leffers and

coworkers(12]in electron-irradiatedpure copper, as shown in figure 8.

Garner and coworkers[13]showed that 40% cold-workingsomewhat delayed the

onset of swelling in Cu-SNi irradiatedwith fast neutrons at both 375 and

423"C, but did not change the eventual swelling rate.

Copper also transmutes stronglyduring neutron irradiation,forming

significantamounts of nickel and zinc and a smalleramount of cobalt at high

neutron fluences[14]. These elements are soluble in copper, however, and do

not appear to affect its steady-stateswelling rate, as shown in figure 9.m

Note that at 365-430"CCu-SNi also swells at the same rate as copper•

Dislocationcollapse does not occur in either metal in this temperature
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= Figure 7. Silicon-coatedcavities observed by Farrell and coworkers in II00
_ grade aluminum after irradiation at 55°C for three years in HFIR[li].
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rQnge[14,15]and, therefore, swellingdoes not saturateor exhibit a strong

dependenceon temperature•

With the exception of a few early electron irradiationstudiesconductedon

foils which were too thin[16], irradiationsconductedwith either charged

particles or neutrons on Fe-Cr-Nimodel alloys or more complex Fe-Cr-Ni

commercial alloys have _ot led to saturationat any meaningful (<100%)

swelling level[17,18]. In one proton irradiationstudy on 316 stainless

steel, saturationappearedto develop at-260%[19]. However, when very large

and unrealisticlevels of helium preinjection(1400 appm) were employed in 4

MeV Ni* ion bombardmentof Fe-17Cr-16.7Ni-2.SMo,saturationoccurred at only

20% at -170 dpa[20]. This experiment,however, is not consideredto be a

reactor-relevantexperimentsince the st'artingmicrostructurewas overwhelmed

with an unusuallyhigh density of very small helium bubbles.
i

=

In general, once swelling is initiatedand regardlessof alloy starting

condition, all austeniticsteels and all simple alloysbased on the Fe-Cr-Ni

system continue to swell to very large levels over a wide range of temperature

at a maximum rate of 1%/dpa[17]. Insteadof delaying swelling,Garner and

coworkers have recently shown that cold-workingoften increasesthe neutron-

indu.cedswelling of simple Fe-Cr-Ni and Fe-Cr-Ni-Palloys,especially under

conClitionswhere void nucleation is relativelydifficult, i.e., for relatively

high nickel or phosphoruslevels and high temperatures[21]. At lower nickel
_

leve_,sand temperatures,cold-workingreduced swelling as expected from most

results on typical 300 series stainlesssteels. More recently,however,

another study by Garner and Edwards[22]demonstratedthat aging of cold-worked.

Fe-]SCr-Nialloys prior to neutron irradiationled to swellinggreater than

_

_i, 11 , ,' ,i , 'i_



that of both cold-worked and annealed alloys for all nickel levels (1Z-45%)

and temperatures studied, as shown in figure 10. This demonstrates once again

that cold-work and associated dislocation cells formed on aging can strongly

accelerate the onset of void swelling. The-30% swelling observed in the Fe-

15Cr-12Ni ternary alloy at 425"C (figure 10) is consistent with a 1%/dpa

swelling rate and a transient regime of swelling that is between 0 and 1 dpa,

significantly less than the -10 dpa observed for the annealed alloy in earlier

studies[17].

In more complex steels, aging can also strongly accelerate swelling,

especially at relatively high cold-work levels and when high stress levels are

applied. This effect is thought to arise from (a) the temperature and stress-

assisted release of strain energy stored in heavily deformed dislocation

networks,leading to recovery early in the irradiation[23],and (b) from thei

cold-workand stress-inducedaccelerationof the microchemicalevolution,

especiallythat associatedwith high temperature,thermally stable but

sluggishlyforming phases such as sigma, chi, and laves[24,25]. Figure 11

shows that aging not only acceleratesthe onset of swelling in cold-worked

alloys but also in annealed alloys,thus demonstratingthe separate effect of

aging on microchemicalevolution[26].

In complex steels, cold-workingalmost always delays swelling with the

suppressionmost likely arising from the influenceof the initiallyhigh

dislocationdensity (>_1011cm"2) in temporarilyretardinglong range solute

diffusion and, therefore, the microchemicalevolution. Transmutationis very

low in typical Fe-Cr-Ni alloys and plays no significantrole in the

microstructuralor microchemicalevolution.

_
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Di.@locationEvqlutionDurinclIrradiation

The starting dislocationmicrostructureis not maintained during irradiation.

A common featureof the precedingstudies is the tendency for the dislocation

microstructureto evolve toward a saturationor quasi-steadystate level that

is independentof the starting state. In relativelysoft materials,

especially at higher irradiationtemperatureswhere Frank loops nucleate at

low densities, it is often difficultto develop a stable dislocationnetwork

starting from a fully annealed state. In soft alloys with relativelylarge

stacking fault energies, such as nickel and aluminum,even established

dislocationnetworks will collapse to very low levels, with dislocations

falling into the voids themselves and causinga saturation of swelling[3].

In model Fe-Cr-Ni alloys[27-2g]and various300 series stainless

steelsi30,31],the stacking fault energy is relatively low and the saturation

density Of network dislocationsdoes not collapse and has been shown to be 6 _+

3 x 10I°cm"2,relativelyindependentof startingstate, temperature,

displacementrate, He/dpa ratio and most other importantvariables. (The

saturationdensity is slightlydependenton solute content and precipitation,

however, with softer Fe-Cr-Nialloys lying toward the lower end of the 6 + 3 x

10I°band.) This saturationprocess involvesan order of magnitudereduction

in the dislocationdensity of typical cold-workedsteels and a comparableor

larger increasein the density of annealed steels[32,33],as shown in figures

12 and 13. The bulk-averageddislocationdensitiesderived from the data

presented in figure 13 exhibit much less scattering[33]than do measurements

acquired by microscopy and thereforemake it easier to observethe dependence

of dislocationdensity on other variables. Typical densitiesdeterminedby

microscopy[32,34,35]are sl_ownin

_
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figures 14-16. The scatter in these data representsboth the local

heterogeneity of dislocation structure iii cold-worked materials and the

difficulty of measuring them by microscopy.

There is a general perception,however,that the neutron-inducedsaturation

density of networkdislocationsis moderatelyor even stronglydependenton

temperature[36,37]. This perceptionarose primarilyfrom the tendency of

early papers from the United Kingdom to ambiguouslyreport the total

dislocationdensity, without specifyingit as such. These data includedboth
l

network and loop line length. When the first subsetsof the data shown in

figure 16 were published[38]they were designatedonly as the "line

dislocationdensity." Another contributionto the perception of a strong
,

temperaturedependenceof line length arose from the early publ'icationof

relatively low fluencedata for solution-annealedsteel[3g]..The annealed

steel had not yet approachedthe saturationstate, especially at higher
=

temperatures.

The loop density and its associatedline length are stronglydependenton

irradiationtemperature[32]as shown in figure 17, and therefore it is the
z

loop line length that accountsfor the apparent strong temperaturedependence

usuallyattributed to the networkdislocationcomponent.

Another factor that contributesto the perceptionof a temperature-dependent

saturationdensity for network dislocationsis the fact that charged particle
-

experimentsexperience strong temperature-dependentlosses of dislocationsdue
-

to surface proximity[30,31,33,40].These losses lead to saturationdensities

that are moderately sensitiveto temperatureand displacementrate, as shown

in figure 18. For a given displacementrate and temperature_however, the
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saturationstate exhibits the same type of behavior observed in neutron

irradiationexperiments[30,31]. Note in figure 18 that the saturationdensity

is not very sensitiveto heat-to-heatvariations,helium preinjectionor cold-

work level.

Ion-bombardedfoils which are swelling also experiencea stress state that

encouragesdislocation losses to the surface[41,42]. The effect of applied

and internal stresseson dislocationand loop evolutionand void swelling is

also quite pronounced,but will not be covered in detail in this paper, lt is

Sufficientto point out that imposedstress states alter the distributionof

Burger's vector's of both loops and networkdislocations. Stress also

increasesthe density of dislocationloops and acceleratesthe onset of void

nucleation. A detailed summaryof stress effects on microstructuralevolution

is presentedelsewhere[42].

it is importantto note, however, that most stress effects studiesare

conducted at stress levels below the yield strength,such that network

dislocationsand dislocationloops interactprimarilyvia their competition

for point defects. When such experimentsare conductedabove the yield

strength,however, glide occurs and there is a strong physical interaction

betweendislocationsand loops that changes the nature of the saturation

states of both components. Figure 19 shows that the saturationdensity of

networkcomponents in such experimentsis lower than the -6x]OI°cm"zvalue

observed at lower stresses,but the saturationstate is now strongly stress

dependent. The independenceof temperatureand displacementrate is still

preserved,however [43]. Another facet of such experiments is that

polygonizedcell structuresdevelop [43,44]. The dislocationvelocitiesare

increasedby stress and tend to interactwith and annihilateloop nuclei,thus

leadingto a reduction in loop density [44], as shown in Figure 20. This
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reduction is in contrast to the increase in loop densitywith increasing

_tress observed for experimentsconductedbelow the yield strength [42].

The data shown in figures 16 and 17 demonstratethat Frank loops also approach

a saturation or quasi-steadystate condition since there is no significant

change in loop density or size distributionafter the networkdislocation

density reaches its final state. It is often observed,however,that the loop

density can approach the equilibriumstate from either above or below its

final value. As shown in figure 21, annealedpure aluminum overshootsthe

saturation level, reflecting the sessileand thereforerelativelyunreactive

nature of Frank loops, which must grow large enough to interactto form mobile

dislocations[45],which in turn interactwith each other and thereby reduce

their number. In cold-workedmaterialsall loops are Continuouslysubjectto

unfaulting interactionswith mobile dislocationsand thereforethe saturation

level is usually approached from below. Aluminum appearsto be typical of all

fcc metals in this respect.

Void EvolutionDurinq Irradiation

The differencebetween mobile and immobilemicrostructuralcomponentsbecomes

much more importantfor voids, which are completely sessile. The saturation

level of voids is, to the first order, a very strong and relativelywell-

defined function of irradiationtemperatureand displacementrate under

typical neutron irradiationconditions,but it is possible that atypical

levels of variableswhich strongly affect void nucleation (helium,oxygen,

non-isothermaltemperaturehistory) can produce a metastable state than can be

quite persistent. If, however, the metastablevoid density is far above the

optimum level at a given temperatureand displacementrate, convergenceto the

optimum level will eventuallyoccur[46-50],as shown in figure 22. In this
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case, the reduction in void density occurs via coalescence,a much slower

mechanism compared to that involvingmobile microstructuralcomponents.

In cases where void nucleation is delayed by cold-work or solute addition, the

void saturation level is usually relatively independent of these variables,

and saturation can be approached from both above and below, as shown in

figures 23 and 24.

MaqroscoDicConsequencesof.Saturation

. When the various componentsof the microstructurereach their respective

saturationstates, the metal under irradiationexhibits a quasi-steadystate

behavior. When heavily cold-workednickel is irradiatedwith deuteronswhile

under stress, for example, the strain rate quickly falls as the dislocation

density declines.Then the strain rate reaches a constant value (figure25) as

the dislocation saturationmicrostructureis established[51]. Later, when

void swelling begins, the creep rate will increase in proportionto the

instantaneousswellingrate. This subject is covered in more detail

elsewhere[52-54]. Since the parametricdependenciesof irradiationcreep are

only the stress and the swellingrate, irradiationcreep need not be covered

separately in this paper.

As shown in figure 26, the neutron-inducedswellingrate of different

stainlesssteels eventuallyapproachesthe 1%/dpa swellingrate observed in

• model ternary Fe-Cr-Ni alloys[17,55],independentof compositionand starting

condition,as well as irradiationtemperature[18,56].As shown in figures 27

and 28, the yield strengthof the alloy also reflects the attainmentof

saturation independentof starting state, both at temperatureswhere voids do

not develop[57],and at temperatureswhere voids form relativelyeasily[58].
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Note that at higher irradiationtemperatures,the reductionof dislocations

inducedby cold-work is not completelyoffset by the additionof loops,

precipitate,_,and voids. Thus the saturationstate is approachedfrom above

and the cold-workedmaterial softens.

There appe'arsto be one importantexceptionto the saturationconcept

presentedto this point. If the irradiationtemperatureis low enough, such

that dislocationmobility and the associatedself-annihilationare strongly

restricted,then annealed and cold-workedstructuresmay not approachthe sam_

saturationlevel [59]. An example is shown in figure 29.

The evolutionof swelling and yield strength changes in complex steels

has also been shown to involve a stronglytemperature-dependent,and sometimes

flux-dependent,microchemicalevolutionduring the transientregime, involving

a wide variety of precipitates[17,60-62].While the precipitatesfurther

harden the matrix, they also significantlyalter the matrix composition,an

often very sluggish process in cold-workedmaterial, but one which strongly

influencesvoid nucleation[17,63]. Therefore,it becomes increasingly

difficult to separate the relative roles of the precipitatesthemselvesand

the associatedmicrochemicalevolutionof the matrix. The elements whose

relative roles in solution and in precipitatesare most in question in typical

stainless steels appear to be nickel, silicon,phosphorus,titanium,and

sometimesmolybdenum[64-66]. Althoughmany studies focus only on the direct

effect of precipitatesthemselves,a recent series of papers on simple solute-

modified Fe-Cr-Ni alloys has shown that three of these elements exert a strong

and sometimesnon-monotonic.influenceon void swellingwhile in solution, in

addition to any role it plays upon precipitateformation[21,64,66]. Some

elements, such as phosphorus,not only participatein precipitationbut

interact with both interstitialsand vacancies,as well as exerting influence

on dislocationmobility and interaction.
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The recent work on simple solute-modifiedmodel alloys has also shown that the

prevailingperception that each of these elements exerts only a monotonic

influenceon swelling,even when precipitatesdo not form, is not generally

correct. (See figures 30 and 31). lt has also been shown that once the

multiple roles of such elements in simple alloys are defined, the non-

monotonic influenceof these elementson swelling can also be observed and

explainedin more complex alloys. An example is shown in figure 32 for

phosphorus-modified316 stainlesssteels[67]. Similarbehavior has been

observed for molybdenum in both model and commercialalloys[66,68].

There also appears to be a linkage between the microstructuraland

microchemicalevolution. Not only can the saturationmatrix compositionbe

reached by a variety of precipitationpaths, but some microstructural

components such as Frank loops serve as nucleationsites for y' and other

radiation-inducedphases[60].

Influenceof Other Variables_onthe Saturation State

Helium is often invokedto play a strong role in microstructuralevolution,

especially in fusion neutron environments. Until recently, it has been

impossibleto conduct a one-variableexperimentto study the effect of helium

generationrate on neutron-inducedmicrostructuralevolutionand the

associatedchanges in mechanicalproperties. A new techniqueinvolving

isotopicdoping allows a variation in helium generationrate without

introducingchanges in neutron spectrum,displacementrate, or chemical

composition[69,70].

J

Using the reactor-producedisotopeSgNiand applying this technique to three

simple Fe-Cr-Ni alloys in both the annealed and cold-workedconditions,it has
-
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. been shown that helium/dparatios at fusion-relevantlevels alter the

microstructuralevolutionsomewhat but do not significantlyaffect the

saturation levels of the yield strength or elongation[71,72]. An example is

shown in figure 33. A similar'conclusionhas recently been reached for more

complex steels from analysis of strengthdata from irradiationin various

reactors[37,5g].

In a companion paper in this conference it has been shown that variations in

temperature history can have a pronounced effect on the early details of

mtcrostructural evolution, with large consequences on the transient regime of

microstructural and microchemical evolution in particular[73]. In another

portion of the sgNi experiment involving a comparison of microstructural

evoluttoh during both isothermal and non-isothermal irradiation, lt was shown

" that detours in temperaturewere quickly forgiven,with the same saturation

state eventually reached at a given final temperaturefor both types of

temperaturesequence[71,72].

When the microstructurebecomes dominatedby very large (>10%) levels of

swelling,the saturationdislocationand precipitatestates developed at lower

swelling levels no longer dominate the response to radiation. This situation

involves (I) the strong feed6a_k effect that swelling exerts on irradiation

creep via its influenceon stress-affecteddislocationevolution, (2) the

onset of shear instabilitiesduring mechanicaldeformationresultingfrom

stress concentrationsbetween voids, and (3) the impact of segregationat void
-

surfaces on matrix compositionand thereby on stabilityagainst martensite

formation. This subjectwill be covered in detail in anotherpaper[74].

(_onclusions
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The evolutionof microstructurein irradiatedfcc metals and alloys is

dominated by a _endency for each microstructuralcomponent to evolve toward a

saturationlevel that is relativelydependenton irradiationconditionsbut

not on the starting state of the material. This, in turn, leads to rates of

change in swelling and creep deformationand also.in the mechanical property

evolutionthat reflect the existenceof the saturationstate, lt appears that

the saturationstate is dependentprimarilyon recent irradiationhistory and

that previousdetours in temperature(and possibly other variables)are easily

forgotten. These detours may have a pronounced effect on the duration of the

transient regime of the evolution,however, especiallywhen microchemical

effects are dominant.

When attemptingto separate the influenceof the many micros_cructuraland

microchemicalmechanisms that are involvedin'the radiationinduced evolution

of microstructure,it is best to study relatively simple metals and alloys.

From a review of such studies, it appears that some prevailingperceptions

developed from irradiationof relativelycomplex alloys are either partially

incorrector generally inapplicableto all fcc metals. This is particularly

true f_r the roles of preexistingdislocationmicrostructuresand various

microchemicallyimportantsolutes• Once the various mechanisms are defined in
•

detail using simple metals and alloys, however, it becomes easier to apply

these insights to the study of more complex alloys•
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